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GEORGIA’S WATER

TERRY CREEK, DUPREE CREEK AND THE
MARSHES OF GLYNN

Proposed Federal Cleanup Plan Leaves Locals Fuming Over Toxic Site
INTRODUCTION:
From 1948 to 1980, Hercules Inc. in Brunswick produced a pesticide used
by cotton and soybean farmers marketed under the name toxaphene. As
it turned out, the chemical wasn’t just toxic to insects, but humans as well.
A known cancer-causing chemical, once released to the environment, it
persists for decades and accumulates in the food chain. Now 30 years after
the federal government banned the chemical, it still haunts Brunswick
and the community surrounding the chemical manufacturing site situated
adjacent to the coast’s iconic marshes and along one of Brunswick’s major
thoroughfares. Earlier this year, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) proposed a final cleanup plan for the site that ignores the wishes of
the community and local leaders in favor of the cheapest alternative—one
that leaves toxins in place and prevents the community from fully reusing
the site.

THE WATER BODY:
Terry Creek and Dupree Creek are part of the network of sinuous coastal
creeks winding serenely through the famous marshes of Glynn. Through
the years, Georgia’s 365,000 acres of salt marshes have provided sustenance,
inspired poets and artists, and have invited visitors to flock to the area. The
coast hosts an estimated 15 million visitors each year, and the marshes and
barrier islands support some 24,000 tourism and fisheries jobs for Georgia
citizens. Terry and Dupree creeks are enjoyed by boaters and anglers, many
of whom catch and eat fish from the creek, putting themselves at risk
to consuming toxins linked to the Hercules site that have leached into
waterways and accumulated in fish.

THE DIRT:
EPA’s Superfund program is responsible for cleaning up some of the
nation’s most contaminated sites. The agency advertises that its goal is
“making a visible and lasting difference in communities, ensuring that
people can live and work in healthy, vibrant places.”
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Many Brunswick residents might call that false advertising. At the Hercules Terry Creek Superfund site, the federal
agency has chosen a cleanup plan that is opposed by local residents, the Brunswick City Commission and the Glynn
County Commission. State representatives and senators as well as Georgia’s congressional delegation have also
challenged EPA’s proposed cleanup plan.
After considering eleven alternative cleanup plans, EPA chose the cheapest one. Rather than forcing Hercules,
now owned by Ashland, a global specialty chemical company, to remove toxins that threaten wildlife, humans
and the area’s extensive marshes, EPA has called on the company to spend some $3 million to reroute and line an
outfall ditch that spills into nearby Terry and Dupree creeks. The plan also calls for blocking human use of the area
indefinitely.
Locals have soundly rejected that plan because it leaves many toxins in place and limits redevelopment possibilities
for the property. The community-preferred plan would cost $5.8 million, $2.8 million more than the one EPA
prefers—less than one fifth of one percent of Ashland’s reported 2018 revenue of $3.7 billion.
Georgia’s Environmental Protection Division (EPD) has also been complicit in the bad cleanup plan by ignoring local
concerns and concurring with EPA.
Local leaders are especially frustrated because the plan
prevents reuse of the marsh-front property. In 2018,
Brunswick adopted a Glynn Avenue Design Framework that
would usher in revitalization of the marsh-front corridor
partially occupied by the Hercules site. EPA’s proposed
cleanup plan would leave a blighted site in the middle of
this corridor.
Meanwhile, the cleanup plan keeps more toxins on the site
that can continue to contaminate fish in the area, leaving
them unfit for human consumption. EPD, which annually
publishes fish consumption guidelines for the state’s
waterways, recommends that anglers limit consumption
of a host of fish landed in Terry Creek including whiting,
yellowtail, striped mullet and Atlantic croaker.

WHAT MUST BE DONE:
Currently, EPA’s agreement with Hercules is being
reviewed in court. U.S. District Court Judge Stan Baker
should reject the consent decree reached between EPA
and the polluters and demand a better cleanup plan
that allows for the redevelopment of the Hercules
Terry Creek site. Additionally, the Georgia General
Assembly should adopt legislation that requires EPD
to represent local considerations when reviewing EPA
Superfund cleanup decisions.

Top: This outfall ditch drains the Hercules pesticide manufacturing
facility in Brunswick. EPA’s proposed cleanup plan would leave
toxins in this waterway and block human use of the area indefinitely.
Photo courtesy of Glynn Environmental Coalition. Above: Local
citizens demonstrate earlier this year along Glynn Avenue in
Brunswick. Both the Glynn County Commission and the Brunswick
City Commission have asked EPA to remove more contaminated soil
from the Hercules site and make it available for reuse. Photo courtesy
of One Hundred Miles.
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